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Using SAS Enterprise Miner to build scoring card to evaluation solvency of
individuals

Introduction. Today, many banks faced with the problem of default issued by companies or
individuals loans. Therefore, applying methods of evaluation solvency of individuals and risk of
banks in lending in modern crisis of the financial sector by banking institutions is really necessary.

Incoming data. The database consists of two data sets. The first data set contains information
about 5837 clients who were issued loans, and who has already ended period of loans, the second
data set contain 4233 records of applicants who have been denied loan. Each entry in the two data
sets contains 18 attributes that characterize the customers, moreover the first data set contains
additional indicator (target variable) which reflects the result of the return credit of customer.

Problem. Need to prepare the sample data to build the scoring card, select the most important
characteristics of the clients to be included in the model, develop a scoring card and evaluate the
quality of developed model.

The method of solution. SAS Enterprise Miner includes specialized components for solving the
problem of scoring. To build a scoring model that is shown in fig. 1 was applied components such
as:

1. Data Partition - allows you to split our sample into training and testing;
2. Interactive Grouping - provides a selection of the most important characteristics and forms

groups of values for the continuous input variables;
3. Reject Inference - allows to add information on applicants who has been denied loan with

automatic markup customers in positive and negative to a training sample data;
4. Scorecard - automatically builds scoring card on the results of the regression model, based on

data from the training set.

Figure 1. Scoring model built by SAS Enterprise Miner

Results. The results of system operation are displayed as built scoring card (fig. 2), which consists
of parameters (attributes), ranges of values of each attribute and scoring mark for each of the ranges.
To evaluate solvency of new applicant enough summarize marks for each indicator of scoring card.
It also provides a number of reports with statistical indicators of quality built scoring card (fig. 3).

Conclusions. The risk of credit operations is one of the most important risks that may effect on
the functioning of financial institutions. Credit operations are the most profitable type of bank’s
asset, but at the same time it is the most risky. Implementation of the scoring cards allow banking
institutions to examine more comprehensive not only the financial capacity of the solvency of client,
but also take into account other socio-demographic characteristics such as age, sex, education etc.,
which can negatively affect for ability of the client repaying the loan. Applying scoring evaluation
will also reduce the cost and time that bank has spent for processing statements and deciding on
the loan.
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Figure 2. The fragment of scoring card built by SAS Enterprise Miner

Figure 3. The window with the results of statistical estimates of quality developed model
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\paragraph{Introduction}

Today, many banks faced with the problem of default issued by companies or individuals loans. Therefore, applying methods of evaluation solvency of individuals and risk of banks in lending in modern crisis of the financial sector by banking institutions is really necessary.

\paragraph{Incoming data}

The database consists of two data sets. The first data set contains information about 5837 clients who were issued loans, and who has already ended period of loans, the second data set contain 4233 records of applicants who have been denied loan. Each entry in the two data sets contains 18 attributes that characterize the customers, moreover the first data set contains additional indicator (target variable) which reflects the result of the return credit of customer.

\paragraph{Problem}

Need to prepare the sample data to build the scoring card, select the most important characteristics of the clients to be included in the model, develop a scoring card and evaluate the quality of developed model.

\paragraph{The method of solution}

SAS Enterprise Miner includes specialized components for solving the problem of scoring. To build a scoring model that is shown in fig. 1 was applied components such as:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item Data Partition - allows you to split our sample into training and testing;
  \item Interactive Grouping - provides a selection of the most important characteristics and forms groups of values for the continuous input variables;
  \item Reject Inference - allows to add information on applicants who has been denied loan with automatic markup customers in positive and negative to a training sample data;
  \item Scorecard - automatically builds scoring card on the results of the regression model, based on data from the training set.
\end{enumerate}

\begin{figure}\centering
  \includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{Scoremodel}
  \figcaption{Scoring model built by SAS Enterprise Miner}
\end{figure}

\paragraph{Results}

The results of system operation are displayed as built scoring card (fig. 2), which consists of parameters (attributes), ranges of values of each attribute and scoring mark for each of the ranges. To evaluate solvency of new applicant enough summarize marks for each indicator of scoring card. It also provides a number of reports with statistical indicators of quality built scoring card (fig. 3).

\begin{figure}\centering
  \includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{F2}
  \figcaption{The fragment of scoring card built by SAS Enterprise Miner}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}\centering
  \includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{F3}
  \figcaption{The window with the results of statistical estimates of quality developed model}
\end{figure}

\paragraph{Conclusions}

The risk of credit operations is one of the most important risks that may effect on the functioning of financial institutions. Credit operations are the most profitable type of bank's asset, but at the same time it is the most risky. Implementation of the scoring cards allow banking institutions to examine more comprehensive not only the financial capacity of the solvency of client, but also take into account other socio-demographic characteristics such as age, sex, education etc., which can negatively affect for ability of the client repaying the loan. Applying scoring evaluation will also reduce the cost and time that bank has spent for processing statements and deciding on the loan.
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